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Lake has constructed graphs G and H such that H contains n disjoint subgraphs isomorphic 
to G for each positive integer n, but H does not contain infinitely many disjoint subgraphs 
isomorphic to G. Here a cowrete example of such graphs with H the lattice pints of the plane is 
given. 
In f2] Lake settles a question of Hahn [I] by constructing graphs G and H such 
that for each psitive integer n, H contains n disjoi;lit subgraphs isomorphic to G, 
and yet H does not contain infinitely many disjoint subgraphs isomorphic to G. The 
purpose of this note is to provide a very concrete example of such graphs. 
We start with an explicit proof of the lemma in [2] which says that any infinite set 
A contains a sequence of infinite subsets A, such that n disjoint A, may be found 
for each n, yet infinitely many disjoint A, do not exist. Clearly it suffices to prove 
this with A the set of integers. Taking the A, to be all congruence classes module 
the various primes provides the required example. 
Now we proceed to define the grsphs G and I+. Let p, denote the f i i th prime. For 
example pI = Q-) = 2. Let H be the set of all ordered pairs (x, y) with x and y 
integers. We join each point (x, y) of M such that y# 0 to the corresponding point 
(x,0) on the x -axis, and also to the points (X + pY, v) and (n - pY, y ). 
For if 0 let H(i, j) con&t of all points (x, y) of H with y = OJ, or - i and with 
x = i (mod ai), together wILlI - -=*;+h t e edges joining these points in H. (Each of these 
graphs looks like a doubly-infinite rope ladder with a knot in the middle of each 
rung.) Let 43 = H(0, 1). It is easily verified that a subgraph of H is isomorphic to G 
if and only if it is of the form H&j) for some if 0. 
Since the setA H(i, j) intersect the x-axis in sets of the form A, as defined in the 
proof of the iemma given above, we see that G and N provide tire &sired example. 
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